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Investing in Malaysia:
An Introduction for California
Lawyers and Their Clients
Theresa Chong* and S. Elizabeth Foster**
What comes to mind when you think of tropical destinations where a California-based lawyer and his
or her clients can combine business with pleasure?
Singapore? Hong Kong? Perhaps Bangalore? These
days, business travelers (and their lawyers) are adding Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia to this list.
Kuala Lumpur or “KL” is the business capital and
largest city in Malaysia. Even the name sounds exotic and exciting to Westerners. The heady mix of
cultures, foods, religions, and historic sights found in
KL, all infused with a lovely equatorial vibe, has always lured intrepid leisure travelers. Those who ventured to KL found a cosmopolitan city with friendly
people, European colonial history and, of course, the
famous Petronas Twin Towers – the world’s tallest
buildings upon their completion in 1998.
The New York Times recently said “jetsetters … are
heading these days to Kuala Lumpur, the Malaysian
capital that’s quietly evolved into one of the area’s
coolest and friendliest cities.”1 Today, in addition to
jet-setting, there are compelling business reasons to
consider a visit to Malaysia, which boasts a modern,
well-regulated economy where numerous American
businesses both large and small are already operating. Adding to the incentive, it appears that Malaysia is emerging from the recent global economic
slowdown in a very optimistic mood!
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A nation of approximately 28 million, Malaysia has
roughly 11 million people in its work force and a
literacy rate of over 93%.2 In 2009, its economy
contracted by only 1.7%.3 Thanks to economic
stimulus packages and other measures implemented
by the Malaysian Government, the economy has rapidly been put on the road to recovery. Indeed, in
April 2010, the World Bank reported that Malaysia
has already “broadly recovered from the effects of
the crisis” and that its New Economic Model, which
proposes to move its economy up the value chain
and promote inclusive and sustainable growth led by
innovation, is encouraging.4
Malaysia’s exports reached a record high of Malaysian Ringgit (RM) 59.44 billion (US$18.5 billion)5 in
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March 2010, a surge of 36.4% compared with March
2009.6 Total trade in March 2010 was RM104.54
(US$32.7 billion), an expansion of 40.1% compared
with March 2009, with a trade surplus of RM14.4
billion (US$4.5 billion) marking the 149th consecutive month of surplus.7 The United States is one of
Malaysia’s top ten export destinations as well as one
of the top ten suppliers of Malaysian imports.8 Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is also an important contributor to the economy. Malaysia enjoyed RM152
billion (US$47.5 billion) in FDI inflows from 2000 to
2009.9 The Malaysian Government continues to promote and encourage investments by FDI, especially in
certain designated sectors including financial advisory
and consulting services.10 No foreign equity restrictions are imposed on such FDI and, in addition, attractive tax incentives are likely to be granted to such
companies.
At the “Invest Malaysia” conference held in March
2010, the current Prime Minister, The Honorable
Dato’ Sri Mohd. Najib Tun Razak, laid out the nation’s focus for 2010. It includes ensuring a sustainable and robust economic recovery, enhancing
competitiveness, sparking private investments and
growth, building an innovative economy, and modernizing Malaysia’s economic model for the future.11
Forecasting economic growth at 5.7% for 2010, the
World Bank says that by encouraging businesses beyond the high technology sector to engage in innovation, broad sectors of the Malaysian economy can
gain a competitive advantage.12
In addition to economic progress and an optimistic
outlook within Malaysia, international capital markets players and their lawyers around the globe have
taken note of new policies announced in 2009 that
permit increased foreign ownership of investment
banking companies located in Malaysia. The Malaysian Government now allows up to 100% foreign
ownership of qualified and leading wholesale fund
management companies, up to 70% foreign ownership of retail unit trust management companies, and
up to 70% foreign ownership of stock brokerage
companies.13 These new policies offer both Malaysian and foreign investment banks the flexibility to
enter into strategic partnerships that may enhance
international linkages and promote business opportunities. Among the requirements for investment
banks promulgated by the Central Bank of Malaysia
are that the bank must apply for and be granted two
licenses (a merchant banking license and a dealers
license) and that the appointment of the bank’s di-
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rectors and chief executive officers must follow the
approval guidelines issued by the Central Bank.14
The Securities Commission of Malaysia, the agency
responsible for the granting of new licenses to capital markets intermediaries (stock brokerage and fund
management companies) has released guidelines
stating that the new equity ownership framework is
available for companies that have a strong value proposition and can demonstrate the ability to add value
to Malaysian capital markets. The foreign company
seeking to open shop in Malaysia must exhibit a good
track record in its international operations, including
its financial position, reputation and expertise. To be
eligible for a license, the company needs to provide a
viable business plan and specific deliverables that will
be monitored on a regular basis.15 Companies granted
such licenses must be comprised of at least 30% Bumiputera (generally, Malay individuals or aborigines
as defined in the Malaysian Federal Constitution) employees, licensed representatives, and directors.16
The new policies led global investment banking firm
Goldman Sachs to announce the opening of a Malaysian operation sometime in 2010, after being granted
licenses by the Securities Commission in December
2009. These licenses allow the financial giant to
establish fund management and corporate financial advisory services in Malaysia. The co-president
of Goldman Sachs for Southeast Asia says that the
“future outlook for Malaysia’s capital markets and
its asset management industry is very positive and
through our local presence, we look forward to playing a larger role in their development.”17 Given that
the new investment policies are primarily intended
to attract foreign capital, the Chair of the Securities Commission called Goldman Sachs’ decision a
“significant” one that demonstrates “confidence in
the growth opportunities available in the Malaysian
capital market.”18
Along with increased ownership levels for investment banks, an even greater change has been made
to guidelines covering the acquisition of equity stakes
by foreign investors. On June 30, 2009, as part of the
Malaysian Government’s roll-out of its comprehensive deregulation of investment guidelines, the Prime
Minister announced that the Foreign Investment
Committee guidelines previously governing acquisitions, mergers, and takeovers were being repealed
with no new guidelines put in place.19 Therefore, with
certain exceptions, it is no longer necessary to seek
government approval for the acquisition by a foreign
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entity of an equity interest in a Malaysian entity.20
In April 2009, the Malaysian Government liberalized 27 services sub-sectors, including computer and
related services, health and social services, tourism,
transport, sporting and other recreational services,
business services (including regional distribution centers and international procurement centers), technical testing and analysis, and management consulting.
No equity conditions will be imposed for conforming investments made within certain parameters in
these designated sectors.21 The Government also announced a liberalization plan for the financial services
sector to be implemented by 2012, including issuing
commercial banking and Islamic banking licenses to
foreign players and enhancing operational flexibilities to foreign institutions operating in Malaysia.22
Along with private equity investments, mergers and
acquisitions, and investment banking activities, foreign companies are increasingly considering publicly
listing on Malaysia’s stock market. The Bursa Malaysia Berhad,23 an exchange holding company approved
under Section 15 of the Capital Markets and Services
Act 2007, operates a fully integrated exchange with
trading, clearing, settlement, and depository capabilities that serves investors in over 60 countries.24
Nearly 1000 companies are currently listed on the exchange, comprised of the Main Market and the ACE
Market.25 Bursa Malaysia offers a range of products
and services covering equities, derivatives, bonds,
REITs, and offshore listings. It is the world’s biggest
palm oil futures trading hub and a global leader in Islamic capital market products and services, with over
80% of its listed companies being Shari’ah compliant.
Bursa Malaysia recently launched the largest-ever initial public offering (IPO) in Southeast Asia – that of
Maxis Berhad, the Malaysian telecom operator, at
RM11.2 billion (US$3.31 billion).26
The CEO of Bursa Malaysia is cautiously optimistic
about 2010. He says that signs of the global market
recovery include better trading activity and a resurgence in local investor participation in the Malaysian
stock market, and he predicts that more IPOs will
occur in 2010 than in the prior year.27 Bolstering
such optimism, market capitalization of the Bursa
Malaysia increased 50% during 2009 and stood at
RM999 billion (over US$31 billion) at year end.28
With the Malaysian Government’s relaxation of
foreign ownership restrictions, this only stands to
increase in the future. Giving confidence to investors and issuers alike, Bursa Malaysia places a high
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emphasis on corporate governance and on improving
the quality of disclosure by listed companies, while
promoting the adoption of best practices in the business conduct of all market participants.29
These new laws and policies, combined with the beginnings of recovery from the global financial crisis
and an increasingly positive economic outlook, may
find international banking and capital markets talent moving to Malaysia from more traditional Asian
markets such as Singapore and Hong Kong. One Malaysian investment bank, ECM Libra Financial Group
Berhad, views the recent market liberalization as positive and is confident that market recovery has begun.
Its CEO says the easing of ownership rules combined
with global and regional economic factors will allow
Malaysian investment banks “to hire experienced
bankers who were previously keen to work only in
more sophisticated financial markets like New York,
London or Hong Kong. Now, these new recruits
should help create more innovative products….”30
As with all investments, caution is advised when
weighing the risks versus rewards of investing in Malaysia. Its stock market – like markets around the
globe at the present time – remains volatile. While
Malaysian stocks experienced in April 2010 their
longest winning streak in almost 16 years, closing
at record highs, by the end of May 2010, the market
was headed to a five-month closing low.31 Nonetheless, for adventurous and enterprising business
people and their lawyers in California and elsewhere,
there may be no better time to investigate making an
investment in Malaysia than right now!
* Theresa Chong is admitted as an advocate and
solicitor of the Malaysian Bar. She received her law
degree from the University of Malaya. Ms. Chong
is a partner with Skrine in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
where she practices in the Banking & Finance and
Corporate & Commercial groups. Ms. Chong can
be reached at tc@skrine.com.
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** S. Elizabeth Foster is admitted to practice law
in California and New York and is a Member of
the Executive Committee of the International Law
Section of the California State Bar. She received
her J.D. from UCLA School of Law. Ms. Foster is
a partner with Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps
LLP in San Diego, California, where she practices in
the Business and International groups. Ms. Foster can
be reached at efoster@luce.com.
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